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ASYMPTOTIC FREEDOM AND ZWEIG'S RULE 

Th.Appelquist 

Yale University, USA

The discovery of asymptotic freedom has 

drastically changed our thinking about the 

strong interactions .The possibility of having 

both free field short distance behaviour and 

strongly confined quarks seeas not at all un

reasonable. Nevertheless, the computational po

wer of such a theory is at present limited to 

short distance behaviour such as electorpro- 

duction and e+e~ annihilation into hadrons where 

perturbation theory can be applied. If we are 

to gain confidence that asymptotically free 

quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the underlying 

theory of strong interactions, 'then other succes- 

ful computations must be carried out. Unfortu

nately, almost any other application involves 

more than short distances ( 1 GeV ) and

questionable strong coupling methods must be 

applied.

Perhaps the most important role of the 

new particles is to provide newteets of QCD 

as the underlying theory of strong interacti

ons'^. Since the masses of the new particles 

are so large ( » 1  Gev) it would seem likely 

that perturbation theory might have some appli

cability. Sorting out the aspects of the new 

partiolee that depend only on short distance 

physics and that therefore can be dealt with 

perturbatively is clearly very important. In 

this talk I will discuss the thinking of myself 

and others on this problem and try to emphasize 

the outstanding experimental tests. Here there 

will be some overlap with the preceding talk by 

Mike Chanowitz but the rest of my talk will in 

some ways serve as back-groundto his. I will 

assume, from the beginning that the new mesons 

are CC bound states where С is a new heavy quark. 

No commitment to the GIM weak interaction scheme 

is necessary although I will take Q e —  2 / 3  .



If asymptotic freedom ia to be applicable 

to all aspects of a bound state, than all the 

relevant dimensional parameters (oass b i n d i n g  

energy , invsraa radiua) oust Ъе bigger than I 

Gar. In that oase the Bethe-Salpeter kernel for 

say a quark-antiquark system will be approxima

ted by single gluons exchange and a Coulomb poten

tial (with the logarithmic corrections of asym- 

ptotic freedoa) will dominate the phyaica. For 

the light hadrons, tbia ia clearly not the eaae.

For the Y  -particles, the masses are large hut 

inverse radius is much smaller than 1 Gev. This 

ia roughly clear from the тегу non-couloabio 

apectrum. It ean alao Ъе aeen Ъу simply aaklag 

«hat quark aaea (ГПа  ) ia required iShorter that 

the inverse radiua in the Bohr model be greater 

than 1 Gev. Using c(e jj s  ~  0  Z  

for M 2? 1-2 Gev, the answer la ГП.^ 9 a  8-10 

G e ^ 2'.

Replacing the potential Ъу a phenoaenolo

gical confining potential going like O . X  at 

large diataneea has led to an important under- 

a tending of the particles aa a non-relati- 

▼istie system with 1.5 Gev and 

200-300 М е т ^ Л  Unfortunately, since perturba

tion theory la not applicable, the nature of the 

underlain spin dependent forces remains a mystery 

and in fact some of the fine structure splittings 

are quite large . If QCD ia correct, then 

•ith a QQ bound state withPI^ =8-10 Gev, this 

must no longer Ъе the eaae. A reliable computa

tion of the ground state properties such as the 

^  ~  hyper fine splitting m a t  Ъе possible 

(a rough estimate gives about 50 Hev).

It waa suggested aone time ago^  that 

ratioa of total widths for the direct decay of 

different CC etatea into ordinary hadrona might 

be computable in perturbation theory even though 

the bound atate properties are not perturbative. 

The theoretical basis for thia idea haa been 

explained many timee^2 * ^ ,  so I will make a few 

comments about it and proceed to the experimen

tal situation . In the ratio of widths, it can

be argued that binding energy dependence drops 

out and the only relevant variable is the mass. 

Since it is large, one can ai-£ue in analogy with 

the parton model computation of ^ £ ^ ( 6 * 6 ^  

hadrons) that perturbation can be applied. The 

decays are described Ъе considering CC annihila

tion into the minimum number of gluons and then 

roughly speaking, the gluons evolve with pro

bability one into physical hadrons. It is to Ъе 

emphasized that this ia a very speculative use 

of asymptotic freedom. If it is wrong, it does 

not spell doom for QCD. If it is right however, 

it will Ъе an important indication of the cor

rectness of the theory.

Predlctiona and.Experiment

The 4C ( O ' * )  can decay into two gluons 

rather than three for the V"( 1 ~ “). As a result, 

it is predicted to have a total width on the or

der of a few Hev. The one relevant experimental 

number comes from DASP:

f ^ » - 1 6 , 1 0  

The width is expected to be a few Kev

so that the first branching ratio is predicted 

to be on the order of 10”^. Since У  goes to 

no more than 10% of the time, thie 

is not possible, nevertheless, with 

^ 2 0 0  Mev, we expect Г  (У’-"’'’ J) >  few Kev. Thus 

eipect x 10"3- unieee 
is extraordinarily small, this will still requi

re a rather large Г ( ? е + а " )  . It may hot Ъе 

a large as a few Hev,but it seems to me there is 

some hint here that r C V r a t f )  is quite a 

bit larger than P C  У-»- й № ) .

The two p -wave etatea 0** and 2++ can 

alao decay into two gluons. Computations of these 

widths along with the 1++ width have recently 

been done^^. I will describe only the first 

two due to lack of time. The results are 

Г (0 ++-~ haoir o n s )  -  |



p(;>r t ^ M r o n s ) = j ^ } |0рЫ Д
«here M  is tbe maee of the state and 0 p  (C)

Ls the slope of the p  -w^ve function at the 

origin. The immediate result ie 4/15 for the 

ratio of these two widths which, as Chanowitz 

has pointed out^^, is in good agreement with 

the meager experimental data available. In the 

linear potential m o A o z / ^ , the above authors^®^ 

find

P  (0++ -**• Hadrons) £2 2.4- Mev 

Г  (2++ Hadrons) .64 Her

These are surprisingly large numbers for p  - 

state decays, but not yet ruled out experiaen- 

tally'^.

The biggest problem for this model at the 
и  /present may be the . It should have a

rather large width:

— Hadrons) hadrons) ^  1 Mev.

We have heard a tentative assignment of 

the new state at 5.45 as the ^ . This state, 

however, has not yet been seen to decay directly 

into hadrons (it goes into Ц' ) and it pre

sumably has a small hadronic width. Gilman and 

Chanowitz suggest a value on the order of 10 

Kev^/.

Clearly the situation is confused but I 

suspect it will clear of within the ne>t year.

We will bxown then whether or not tie narrow

ness of the new states is a reflection of the 

asymptotic freedom of the underlying theory.
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